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Situated on Gibraltarvallen, Gothenburg, Sibirica Residences will be an up-to-date and fresh expansion of the new area along the va
ast
road of Gibraltargatan. While the area of Johanneberg contains a generous amount of homogeneous architecture, Sibirica project wiill
collaborate with this homogeneous personality and imprint a modern touch on its character.
Sibirica is a project of simple and genuine fulﬁllment, thoroughly drawn details which extends from the uniquely structured plans to
the material selection of the skirting boards. While playing with the possibilities of a wooden construction and expression, the residences reaches towards a personality which is supposed to attract and inspire future architecture. The project is created during a period
d
in time where wooden structures and elements are being more deeply developed, which leaves room for a bit of extra imagination, to
t
perhaps ﬁnding qualities which have never been seen before.

The starting points of Sibirica’s structure are born in the arguments of simplicity
y and rationality. Staying close to aspects
as ﬁxed functions, energy systems and ﬂexibility is essential.
The ﬁrst prototype is meant to resemble these aspects.

CONCEPT PROTOTYPE

FINAL
NAL PHYSICAL MODEL 1:200

Floorplan with functions adaptable
together with interior walls. Qualities
in this phase were supposed to be
recognised from ordinary spacious
nordic villas.
The unique part of the sketch was that
there was only one main source of daylight, and that every room was dependent on this speciﬁque light source.

QUESTION
What if well-planned spacious generosity
could create both social and environmental
sustainability, in a long-term perspective?
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The ground ﬂoor of Sibirica is distinct and simple in its structure, keeping rationality between what is more private and what is active public street.
The design and character of the inner courtyard is also an element that is resembled along the outer border of the housing area, to further enhance
this aspect.

FLOORPLANS & WALL SYSTEMS
3 DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENTS

The ﬁrst concept offered many qualities, and further studies to
make the ﬂoorplan more efficient resulted in a rare solution.
The movable interior walls are now structured to attach to a
glazed surface, which is a product of inverting the ﬁrst concept.
Further developed work with the ﬂoorplan structure creates
some adjustments to the arrangements of ﬁxed functions, but
the former unique concept is still much present and keeps its
ﬁrst personality.

ARRANGEMENT 1
2 BIG BEDROOMS & SPACIOUS LIVING ROOM

AVERAGE FLOORPLAN
1:200
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The ﬁnal concept form ended up in what is now
the general ﬂoorplan for Sibirica Residences.
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ARRANGEMENT 2
1 MASTER BEDROOM & 2 SMALL BEDROOMS
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The designed lightweight sliding
doors closing up the created rooms
(yellow), can be pushed or pulled
along the railing, and uses the
same locking mechanism as the
movable walls.
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OTAL: 63 APARTMENTS
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ARRANGEMENT 3
ROOMS REMOVED FOR A VARIETY OF
DIFFERENT PURPOSES
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The
e general ﬂoorplan is an apartment of 90 sqm with ﬁxed functions and shafts concetrated along the main communication hub. With this
arra
angement the ﬂoorplan achieves rationality and a spacious quality which is necessary to create a sustainable wall system. As the sliding
doo
ors can be removed and added there is no limit to a created room’s width. The tenant can then choose whatever layout and roomsize
theyy desire.
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The sliding doors is also used to
cover up the integrated storage
space (green). The storage space is
therefore very ﬂexible and enables
a big variety of solutions. Here it
is also possible to store multiple
sliding doors
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INTERIOR VIEW 90 m² APARTMENT

PERSPECTIVE VIEW FROM GIBRALTARGATAN
COMMERCIAL SPACES AND CONNECTION TO STREET

FACADE ZOOM-IN
ZOOM IN

LAYOUT OF WOODEN PANELS AND BALCONY DESIGN

SOUTH FACADE
A A
1:200

SLABS DE
ESIGNED TO
KEEP THE
E OVERALL
DESIGN HORIZONTAL

SIBIRICA DESIGN

ENVIRONMENT - FACADE - INTERIOR
Sibirica has a constant design attitude. Its interior and ﬂoorplan personalities is meant to be characterized in its facade.
As the building’s construction is structured of glued laminated timber and massive wood, the wood is an element which
is essential for the exterior expression. Fresh from the disforestation the larch is initially light golden-brown in its color,
but after exposure from the sun and weather the wood over time switches over to a distinct silver-grey color.

SIBERIAN LARCH

INTERIOR MATERIAL SELECTION

Siberian larch is a woodtype with high strength,
low moisture absorption and natural durability.
The wood grows in a slow pace in the center of
Siberia’s austere climate, and this slow growth
gives the wood a high content of resin and tannic
acid, which enables its natural durability.

Sibirica’s ﬂexible ﬂoorplan makes for endless possibilities of interior design,
though the most suitable design is to choose a lighter selection of materials, and
keep wood as an additional element. The lighter interior materials will collaborate
well and contrast with Sibirica’s stylistically pure dark-grey exterior.
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FACADE DETAIL

DETAILS AND SYSTEMS

Water runoff via gradient from outer edge of roof to
the center of roof, via stainless pipes which are
connected to incoming water

SIBIRICA DETAILS

(PARALLEL VIEW TO DETAIL SECTION) 1:20

CONSTRUCTION - WALL SYSTEMS - ENERGY SYSTEMS

SUSTAINABLE FOUNDATION

Sibirica building consists of a pillar-slab system where the main communication hubs and short-sides act as stabilizing elements for potential plane element action. The pillar system enables having spacious ﬂoorplans free from disturbing units such as pillars and load-bearing walls. In this case this is essential for the ﬂoorplan’s layout and ﬂexible wall system.

CONSTRUCTION MODEL
1:50

The rare aspect of Sibirica is that the construction, including beams and pillars, are placed exactly facing the outside of the exterior walls.
This is a seldom seen solution because wooden load-bearing elements are often recommended to be inside the climate shell, because
of weather and sun implications. The pillars and beams in glue-laminated timber and massive wood are therefore covered with a ﬁre-resistant membrane and then covered with the facade layer with fasteners and the thick facade panel.
The pillars are therefore not interfering with the window system, which makes it easy to put in multiple window doors which then extracts
nicely in and behind the pillars. The gently designed balcony also gains some extra space from this.
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sliding doors - attaches
to movable wall system

ALTERNATE FLOORPLAN

SIBIRICA’S POSSIBLE FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 1:200
PILLARS
soft sealant between ﬂooring
and window system

BEAMS
STABILIZING MASSIVE
WOOD

A buildings possibilities of changing functions and purpose is a true quality of sustainability.
An example of the building’s future change could be this alternative to an office structure. Clear entrance areas
and spacious rooms, and the wall system found in Sibirica’s apartments can also be used to create divided and
open working spaces or closed off, quiet office rooms.
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SLIDING DOORS
DETAIL

MOVABLE WALL
ATTACHMENT
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The movable walls are hung up in the ceiling railings and then attached when locked to
the ﬂoor railing. When locked, the center membrane of glassﬁber-weave extracts and
tightens against the window.

ENERGY - AIR - VENTILATION

SHAFTS CONCENTRATED TOGETHER WITH MAIN COMMUNICATION 1:200
The placement of shafts together with the centrai communications creates ﬂexibility which favours
the ﬂoorplans
ﬂoorplans, structure
structure, construction and energy systems.
systems Suitably the ventilation system looks
like this, where the air is brought in into the furthest bedroom and then transferred through the
apartment and then into the central ventilation shaft. The central communication shaft also takes
care of the heating, water and electricity systems.

Water and heating will travel through the same shaft core, and then connects directly with the
apartments’ ﬁxed systems, as kitchens and bathrooms.
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